Action plan for maintaining /improving cleanliness at stations
1. The integrated mechanized cleaning is already in operation which includes rag
picking between home signals in the tracks and platform lines.
2. Attendance of contractual staff is done through biometric attendance system and
frequent checks by inspecting officials are also done.
3. Specific format for daily activity of station cleaning and surrounding as defined in
the contract is being filled up daily by the agency jointly with CHI, CCI & SMR at
Hatia. Penalties are defined in the contract and imposed on the score of this filled
up form.
4. In Compliance to Plastic and Solid Waste Management Rules-2016 at the stations
including track within station limit (collection and segregation of biodegradable
and non-biodegradable waste and their disposal etc.).
5. Green rating of Hatia station as done at Guwahati station has been initiated.
6. One bottle crushing machine has been installed at PF no. 1 at Hatia station.
7. The plastic bags and cups are already banned at Hatia station.
8. Regular monitoring is being done by inspecting officials.
9. Provision for taking suggestion and grievance for eco-smart station HTE has been
created on public webpage of SER (ecosmart.stn@ser.railnet.gov.in).
10. The rodent control element of work is available at Hatia station.
11. Regular announcement at stations through Public Address system for public
awareness campaign.
12. To achieve ISO 14001, estimate has been prepared.
13. Effluent treatment plant and water recycling are sanctioned. Water recycling plant
catering to Mechanized laundry Hatia is live and in operation.
14. Joint team comprising of JE/P.Way & RPF inspector have been made to carryout
joint inspections for public awareness to prevent open defection on track.
15. No of encroachment along the track which are creating nuisance is nill.
16. Already one pay & use toilet is situated in station building and entry circulating
area.

